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THE THIRD OF A THREE-PART SERIES COMPRISING
LIMITED EXCERPTS FROM THE 2017 ROELOF
UYTENBOGAARDT UDISA MEMORIAL LECTURE
DELIVERED BY ERKY WOOD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF THE
WITWATERSRAND PLANETARIUM ON 12 SEPTEMBER 2017
The lecture presented at the Wits Planetarium focused on
how we’re still having to grapple with transforming the spatial
nonsense of our cities as an enduring legacy of apartheid
and how dysfunctional our cities still are despite being more
than two decades into democracy. I identified six ‘chapters;
of ‘nonsense’ that seem persistently to get in the way of our
transforming efforts and the kinds of paradigm shifts we need
to overcome these ‘nonsenses’: the very same issues Roelof
Uytenbogaardt had highlighted so often, so very long ago, and
railed against so vigorously.
The recently published first part of the adapted lecture set
out the acknowledgement of Roelof as a profound influence
on the discipline and those he taught, mentored and often
confronted. It also sets out the way I prefer to view cities
as a backdrop against which post-apartheid city issues
may be debated; in content, it focuses on the key structural
principles we need to concentrate on at a city-region level,
what ‘nonsense’ we’re presented with and what ‘nonsense’
continues to get in our way, and what we need to do to get
beyond this. In a more personal, tongue-in-cheek way, it
also talks of the ‘nonsense’ of being scared of our own ideas
(particularly those early, naïve student ones) or dismissing
thoughts that may just be ahead of their time or waiting for the
right context in which to flourish.
The second part spoke of the ‘nonsense’ of political,
technocratic and bureaucratic stances and paradigms that
continue to bedevil our need to transform South African cities
and how we need to shift this thinking to align with the nature
of our society and embrace more appropriate ways of viewing
the city and all it has to offer.
This article, the third part, concludes with how city
leadership has been abrogated and how, by default, we leave
the making and shaping of cities to undirected developers
who, unfortunately, fail to understand themselves, first and
foremost, as city-builders. It talks of what is needed to address
this particular aspect of ‘nonsense’.
Part 3 of this series focuses on the observation that
the public domain of cites has seldom been delivered
democratically: This ‘nonsense’ of the modern city era needs to
be challenged and rectified. This is difficult at a time when city
leadership has been, to a large extent, abrogated and private
developers, in a largely undirected way, are left to ‘deliver’
cities privately. In doing this, they generally act within relatively
short-term self-interest. A call is therefore made for this private
sector ‘energy’ to be directed on the basis of ‘inclusionary citybuilding and place-making’ as opposed to a relatively myopic
‘developer’ paradigm.
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THE PUBLIC DIMENSION OF CITIES HAS SELDOM BEEN
DELIVERED DEMOCRATICALLY

Some of the greatest pieces of city public domain tend
to suggest that, through history, this public dimension
has, possibly more often than not, been delivered by rich
patrons or power elites and this has generally been in ways
anything but democratically: Through time, however,
as the city democratised, these elements were taken back.
St Mark’s Square in Venice was the Doge’s private orchard
until the mercantile forces of the adjacent port made it
naturally more suitable as a commercial space. The Ponte
Vecchio over the Arno River in Florence was built as a
covered bridge by the Medicis – a family of bankers (who,
incidentally, invented compound interest) – so that they
could get from their palace to their bank in the dry. It

IF ONE FAILS TO ‘GENUFLECT AT THE ALTAR
OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING’, ONE FAILS TO GAIN
APPROVAL FOR A CITY DEVELOPMENT
subsequently became inhabited, first by hawkers and then
by traders, to become one of the world’s greatest mixeduse shopping precincts. Red Square in Moscow and the
Brandenburg Gate in Berlin are both places created to
celebrate military prowess and show off power. Hyde Park
in London was anything but an inspired city insight that
saw the future need for a great city park in the face of
dense growth during the industrial revolution: It was the
King’s private hunting ground until democratic demand
made this indefensible. Possibly the most extreme and
extensive example (and itself drawing largely, centuries
later, on the Rome remodelling of Pope Sixtus V) where, in
addition to the extensive installation of a vast sewer

1 One of the many pedestrian spaces in the Umhlanga Ridge Town Centre. Lower areas are
typically retail, while upper levels are offices, apartments and hotels. 2 The Campanile Court
focuses on a pedestrian-dominated mixed-use precinct. 3 The Town Centre’s Palm Boulevard is
edged by 8–10-storey buildings according to a code that makes the inclusion of a double-volume
arcade at street edge compulsory. 4 The upper levels of the buildings typically comprise offices
and apartments.
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